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FRIENDS OF CHATHAM TRACTION 
 

Update 36 4 May 2016 
 

Detling Darling  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thanks  
….are due to a number of people for making the day what it was. The guys at Nu-Venture for 
once again extracting GKE from their garage and putting it back again. Jay and Wayne from 
Mansfield haulage for another careful, professional move (the cost of the move was privately 
sponsored). Roland Graves and Richard Lewis from the organising committee for meeting our 
needs, and not forgetting our own member volunteers on the day. A special mention for 
Medway Queen vice-Chairman John Kempton who gamely joined in our efforts. 
 

Inventory 
Away from all the excitement we’ve begun to compile an 
inventory of all the Chatham Traction-related items that we have, 
or know of, that as a collection could contribute to our 
educational objectives. This covers everything from badges to 
buses, timetables to tram rail, photos to whatever else there might 
be! We’d greatly appreciate it if anyone who has anything of 
interest would let us know the details. (Please contact David Swan 
– 01622 814445 
The inventory will record whether each item might be available to 
view and photograph, for loan as a display or demonstration item, 
or for donation, either as soon as we can accept it or as a legacy. 
We’ll not release details without owners’ agreement. We’re aware 
that some people have offered things already which we’ve asked 
them to hang on to, mainly because at present we’ve nowhere else 
to store things! But it would be very useful to know what exists in 
total. 
Some items are FoCT property already and can be listed as such. 
To start building the wider inventory the trustees are compiling 
their individual lists of relevant items. Bob Ratcliffe is planning an 
expedition to the back of his garage…… 
 

Chassis bits 
The natural timescale for HLF and other funding bids means that GKE is likely to spend a 
dormant period at Aylesford. However Ian Marsh has suggested it would be an opportunity to 
deal with the overhaul of chassis components like springs and associated parts which render 
the bus immobile whilst the work is done. So subject to Ian’s availability we may look to start 
on these soon. We thought that funding for such items might be possible through specific 
appeals, given that each set of items addressed could form a mini-project. Actual costs for such 
items will emerge once removal and inspection takes place. 

Photo Chris Brooke-Taylor 

GKE 68’s appearance at the Detling Bus 
Festival was a big success! Its location 
amongst the vintage cars in the main hall 
attracted a lot of attention from folk who may 
not otherwise have gone looking for buses, 
especially one in this state. The opportunity to 
see how buses of a certain age were put 
together brought many questions and “I never 
knew that…” remarks, thus demonstrating 
already its educational credentials. Overall, 
and together with our marquee in amongst 
the bus-related sales stands, we netted just 
short of £650 from Detling-prompted income.  
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Funding 
As we reported at the AGM, our efforts to secure further funding are following two parallel 
courses. One is to allow the restoration of GKE 68 to move towards completion, the other to set 
ourselves up to become a fully-operational and supported local educational resource and 
museum. Wendy and I had a meeting with the Heritage Lottery Fund on Tuesday 3rd May to 
talk through how we might structure applications to best effect. Our funding requirements 
were seen to fall into three areas: governance, restoration and outreach, the first and the third 
being two phases of evolving our organisation. It was suggested that we sought funding for 
projects in that order, which would ensure the organisation was first brought into shape to be 
able to handle work on the other two. 
Whilst pursuing HLF and other external funding is the core of our strategy at present we still 
need to raise some cash ourselves. We’re taking steps to refine our sales offer in conjunction 
with being better organised for events, and have re-doubled our efforts to record volunteer 
time which can be presented as a contribution in kind. 
 
 
It’s that time again 
There is usually a flurry of subscription renewals around this time of year. If you need to 
renew, or wish to begin, a regular subscription please contact Paul – details at the foot of this 
Update. 
 
 

Education, Education… 
We are keen to start the development of our educational resource, based on the bus itself, but 
made up of associated articles and records, and oral and pictorial memories. Having now made 
a start on a working record of our assets, there are already sufficient items on the list to use as 
a basis for a workshop session to identify what sort of items can provide material for teachers 
to use, to support any part of the national curriculum. Advice so far is that our offer of 
activities and subjects needs to be clear and relevant. 
A workshop session is planned in the near future. Anyone amongst our number with 
educational experience at any level would be more than welcome to take part. Contact Wendy 
(07717 318110; wendymesher@blueyonder.co.uk). Date and venue to be advised. 
 
 
 

And Finally… 
We’re thinking we need  to organise more get-togethers for members and supporters. We could 
do trips (Dover Transport Museum?), have a semi-formal chat meeting where you can tell us 
how we’re doing and what else you might like to see FoCT do, or perhaps pick a couple of 
Medway locations served by the Traction which with a few photos we could yarn about how it 
used to be…(remember the Star Hill picture at the AGM?). Let me know if you’ve any thoughts. 

 
 

 
 
 

Richard Bourne  Chairman 
richard@thebournes.me.uk 

01904 766375 

What’s next? 
• Develop plan for submission of 

Heritage Lottery Fund applications. 
 


